2022 ICRC WINTER MEETING
SBCTC REPORT
JAMIE TRAUGOTT, DIRECTOR OF DUAL CREDIT & K-12 ALIGNMENT-
STATE BOARD FOR COMMUNITY AND TECHNICAL COLLEGES
February 10, 2022
STAFFING UPDATES

• Director of Transfer Education-Dr. Valerie Sundby (Feb 22)
• Director of Student Success Center-Monica Wilson
• Director of Educational Resources & Innovation-Dr. Michael Brown
• Policy Associate, Student Services-Christine McMullin
• Director of Policy Research-Vacant
DATA DASHBOARDS

- **Enrollment Data Dashboards** - Susan Jameson - Updated with fall 2021 data (public)

- **Quarterly Enrollment and Allocation Monitoring Reports** - Travis Dulany - Updated with fall 2021 data (CTCs only)

- **First Time Entering College Dashboard** – Tom Mankovich Will be updated for fall 2021 in mid February (CTCs only)

- **College Spark Early Progress Metrics** - Tom Mankovich Will be updated for fall 2021 in mid February (CTCs only)
• Research Report 21-1: Fall 2020 Enrollment: Challenges and Opportunities - Darby Kaikkonen, Summer Kenesson, Travis Dulany

This report summarizes observations about enrollment patterns in the 2020-21 academic year both nationally and in Washington state, provides an in depth analysis into the key components of enrollment changes in fall quarter 2020, and details possible opportunities for removing barriers to enroll more students and support those already in the midst of their studies. Fall 2021 Enrollment Report will be released by the end of February.
TRANSFER DEGREES AWARDED

• Direct Transfer Agreements
• AS-T Track 1 (Biology/Chemistry)
• AS-T Track 2 (Engineering/Physics)
• DTA/MRPs in Biology, Business, Computer Science, Construction Management, Education, Music, Nursing, Pre-Nursing
• AS-T/MRP in Engineering fields
• Local Agreement Transfer Degrees
LPN STATEWIDE TRANSFER DEGREES

• Joint Transfer Council (JTC) has approved two LPN statewide transfer degree agreements: LPN-BSN and LPN-ADN

• Both agreements will be reviewed and approved through the below process:
  1. Articulation and Transfer Council (ATC) will review and approve
  2. Workforce Education Council (WEC) will review and provide feedback
  3. Once approved by ATC, the agreements will be reviewed by Instructional Council for final approval
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE

• Substitute Senate Bill 5401 (2021) has authorized community and technical colleges to offer bachelor degrees in computer science

• SBCTC hosted first BS Summit on January 21, 2022, to gather stakeholder feedback on how to approach this work within the ctc system.
  • Areas of consideration:
    • Faculty sharing
    • Course sharing
    • Regional consortias
    • 4 year vs 2+2 pathways

• The second BS Summit will be held on March 4, 2022, at 2:00pm
To date, the State Board has approved over 130 applied bachelor degree programs at 32 colleges, and one Bachelor of Science in Computer Science degree program at Bellevue College.

In the 2020-21 academic year, there were 4,855 FTES in baccalaureate programs representing 4.71 percent of state support FTES in the college system. This represents a baccalaureate FTE increase of 9 percent over the previous year. A SBCTC dashboard for baccalaureate student enrollment and progression will be available in March.

Two additional BAS programs should be approved during the February Board meeting, Everett’s BAS in Accounting, and Bellevue’s BAS in Cybersecurity.
• Per the State Board for Community and Technical College’s Policy manual, transfer degree titles, specifically those designated as state approved degrees such as the Direct Transfer Agreement (DTA), Associate in Science-Transfer (AS-T), or any with the Major Related Pathway (MRP) designation represent specific negotiated agreements between the State Board for Community and Technical Colleges (representing the 34 community and technical colleges) and the public and private four-year baccalaureate institutions.

• To meet the policy requirements designed to reflect the negotiated agreements, the following fields in the PeopleSoft environment will have global coding and titles and with no local control available for institutional modification:
GLOBAL TITLE AND CODING UPDATES

- **Academic Plan** field
  - All DTA and DTA/MRP’s will contain AA as the last two characters in the Academic Plan code
  - All AS-T degrees will contain AS as the last two characters in the Academic Plan code

- **Academic Program** field
  - ACADM will be used for all DTA and DTA/MRP degrees

- **Short Description** field
  - All DTA and DTA/MRP’s will contain AA as the last two character in the Short Description field
  - All AS-T degrees will contain AS as the last two character in the Short Description field

- **Degree Offered** field
  - AA code to align with Associate in Arts title
  - AS code to align Associate in Science title

- **Diploma Description** and **Transcript Description** fields
  - Both fields will carry the official degree title
QUESTIONS

Interim Contacts:
Jamie Traugott jtraugott@sbctc.edu
Scott Copeland scopeland@sbctc.edu